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ABSTRACT

The grammar which SHRDLU uses to parse sentences is outlined in a series of flowcharts which attempt to modularize and illuminate its structure. In addition, a short discussion of systemic grammar is included.
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The purpose of these flowcharts is to make available to the general, non-SHRDLU-hacking public, the parser which SHRDLU uses. There have been many who have tried to decipher its code; most have either become hopelessly entangled or painfully made their way through its web. Now, at last, even you can have in your home a complete set of SHRDLU flowcharts. Besides making the code generally more comprehensible, the flowcharts de-emphasize the linearity of the parsing program and instead organize it into modules. Thus the reader can see the outline of a large part of the process at a fairly high level and only later turn to another page to ponder the details. Hopefully, their availability will encourage other system implementers to use the parser as a front end and will spark some cross-cultural communication between the non-computing linguistic community and AI language workers.

These flowcharts are best read with a copy of Winograd's thesis or look by your side. Although a few characteristics of systemic grammar are mentioned below, its basic philosophy is not detailed here. Neither is the design and operation of PROGRAMMAF, the language in which the parser is written. Working through the PROGRAMMAR examples in the thesis (page 153 in the thesis version or page 98 in the book) is a good preliminary exercise in following the operation of the grammar. Of course, the charts are also meant to be a guide for reading the code; they explicate the crucial sections, avoiding some of the kludges which make the grammar difficult to decipher. You should not expect, however, that the correspondence between the flow charts and either other source will be perfect. The thesis explicated a more complete grammatical
theory than that which the program embodies; in addition, feature names sometimes differ radically. While the charts stick more closely to the program than to the thesis, several sections of code have been omitted and/or "risrepresented," most notably the backtracking sections (precisely because they are mostly ad hoc). Don't be thrown by such differences. You are not missing anything or being stupid; they are (hopefully) intentional.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT SYSTEMIC GRAMMAR

Form vs. Function

A basic dichotomy which systemic grammar considers is that between the form and function of a particular unit. Form refers to the internal structure of a unit, what constituents it can have, how they must be arranged and what dependencies exist among them. Function considers a unit's place in the "higher order of things" : what roles it can play in higher constituents and what dependencies it enters into. For example, the form of an NG may be represented as several non-independent slots which need to be filled; the NG program is primarily concerned with filling those slots and amassing features (e.g. number and person). Its function is indicated by the places in other programs from which it is called: as the object of a preposition, first or second object of a verb, subject of a clause, constituent of an ADJG(e.g. as big as the ball) etc.

The form of a unit is evident in the flowcharts detailing its program; a unit's functions are indicated by the places where an attempt
to parse it is made (i.e. where $\text{UNIT}$ is found) There are clearly a multitude of functions for a unit. Remember that there are also many and varied forms. For example, an NC containing "anything" has a different form from the garden-variety filled-slot NC and the form of a VG cannot be easily detailed in a slot-and-filler account, though a program does a good job of describing its form.

Of course, a constituent’s function may affect its form. A primary use of features in this parser is to communicate such effects up and down the tree. CIAUSE may call NC with the initial feature OBJ, which specifies objective case for any pronoun the NC may come up with. NC, in turn, may call CIAUSE with the initial features RSNCG (rank-shifted noun group) ILG (as in "Dancing Bulgarian dances is great fun."), which allows the clause to have no subject or a possessive subject and requires it to have an ILG verb group. A good thing to focus on in reading the flowcharts is the effect of such features. Often a program will, as its first action, dispatch to pieces of code which know how such functional features affect form.

More on features

While we’re on the subject, more about the features a systemic grammar uses. So far we’ve been referring to their syntactic relevance and how they direct the parsing process. One of systemic grammar’s claims to fame is that features have both syntactic and semantic significance, thus partially bridging the gap between syntax and semantics which has been recently so lamented. For example, the feature
LEF on an NC not only constrains its form but also tells us that a specific object or objects are being referred to (e.g. the happy smiling rabbit). The feature INT, given to clauses with intensive verbs such as LE, tells us structurally to expect an NC, ADJC or PHRGC acting as a complement after the verb but also indicates that the complement will be a property of the subject of the sentence as in "The rabbit is cute."

Similarly, an RSC (rank-shifted qualifier) clause has a definite structure in which one of its constituents will be the noun it is modifying. It also gives us the semantic information that the object being referred to by the entire NC must satisfy the semantic constraints of the RSC. Finally, a TIME NC has a very definite structure and must contain a time word such as "yesterday" or "month" (as in "last month"); it has obvious semantic significance in that we know it affects the time referred to by the utterance, which would otherwise be determined solely by the tense.

The flowcharts indicate when some of the more important features are added to nodes. (Notice that one way features are added is by sending initial features along in the attempt to parse.) There are, in addition, decision points based on testing for a particular feature — the most relevant of these are also noted in the flowcharts. Most feature names are either found in the thesis or are interpretable from their spellings with a little thought. TOOBE2, for example, is the feature of a verb which takes an RSCG 10 as its second object as "I asked him to scratch my back." In this sentence, "him", an NC, is the first object, while the CLAUSE RSCG 10 "to scratch my back" is the second. TRANSINT refers to a
verb which takes an object and a complement as "I consider him an idiot."
A most important feature, REL-NEG-FOUND, is marked on an RSQ clause which has not yet determined which of its constituents' places its RELHEAD (the noun it is modifying) will take.

This treatment of features implies some uniformity in their use; actually features serve three distinct purposes in this parser. The form of a given constituent is clearly indicated by its features; its function is also so marked, although this information is somewhat redundant with the contents of the registers.(see below) All of the features relating to function could be easily derived using the registers and some simple tree-traversing. A third, very different use of features is as temporary variables during the parsing process. REL-NOT-FOUND, for example, is only temporarily attached to a clause and is not a feature referring to either function or form which remains on a node at the end of the parsing process. Such features serve to direct the parsing process but are not an end result of it.

registers

Certain of the subparts of a constituent will always be crucial to its semantic analysis; such subparts are kept in registers so they will be readily available to the semantic specialists as well as later syntactic processes. The name of a register is in general an obvious give-away for its meaning: SUBJECT, O1J1, LOGICAL-SUBJECT,(in passive sentences), VV;main verb). HEAD is the register used to hold the head noun of an NC or the head adjective of an ADJG; RELHEAD holds the NG
which an RSO modifies and is used by the RSO CLAUSE program when it looks around for its missing constituent. Such registers add no theoretical power to the parser, since a constituent can always be found by moving around the parse tree, but they add to the ease of program writing, reading and documentation; they are another way which shows up clearly in these flowcharts for constituent programs to communicate information among themselves.

OPERATION OF THE PARSER

As explained in more detail in the thesis, the parser works, as do most such parsers, by building a parse tree. Each node is marked as to features, daughters, parent, words it contains and relevant registers. Semantics are initially present only at the word level; such definitions are stored in the dictionary. At crucial points in the grammar programs (which are indicated on the flowcharts as "CHECK SEMANTICS") semantic specialists are called. They combine the semantics of the components into a semantic structure for that part of the unit parsed so far. At least one semantic specialist exists for each syntactic unit. NG, for example, boasts two: one which handles that part of the NG through the noun, and the second which worries about the semantics of qualifiers occurring after the noun. Such a specialist can also report that it's not happy with the combination of words the parser came up with for this constituent; its complaint usually causes the unit to pop off its last-parsed constituent or, in more radical cases, to throw up its hands and
return a failure message to the program which called it. This semantic guidance prevents an attempt to parse "The girl gave the boy plants to water" analogously to "The girl gave the house plants to charity." and is one of the more interesting features of the parsing strategy.

**LEGEND FOR READING THE FLOWCHARTS**

Each page of the flowcharts is titled; in addition, pages are labelled with <name of unit> / <page within that unit> and such designations are used on other pages to refer to this section of the flowcharts, e.g. MC/1 or CL/10.

![Diagram]

**UNIT FEATURES**

PARSE unit with given features (equivalent to a call to PARSE)

**WORD**

PARSE this particular word (equivalent to a call to PARSE with NIL as the first argument)

**LABEL**

LABEL in grammar programs, local to the page it appears on.

**EXTERNAL LABEL**

LABEL in grammar programs. The code at this label is accessed from some other page in the flowcharts.

**LONG LABEL**

LABEL in grammar programs. The code at this label is detailed on the page indicated under the label. (Apologies for the confusing closeness of this notation and the one above it.)

Three branches leading from an attempt to PARSE:
- : taken if attempt succeeds
- : taken if attempt fails
- : taken if parse succeeds and there are no more words
left in the sentence

Branch point, relevant test is detailed inside diamond.

A large task which is detailed on another page headed by this name and designated by unit/number below. These may be considered the primary modules of the grammar.

A small task, not detailed anywhere else because what it says here should be enough for you to get the idea. More details may be found in the actual code if you're interested.

Features being checked for are in capital letters and underlined. Unless otherwise noted, features referred to belong to the constituent currently being parsed.

A relevant piece of an utterance which, to be parsed, passes through this particular point in the program. The underlined constituent is the part which is particularly relevant, often what would be parsed by the nearest call to PARS.

The program called to parse this constituent returns a failure message.

is the usual label for the place in each unit's program where final semantics work is done and the program returns its parsed constituent which is then attached to the tree.

In general, the flowcharts parallel the code well enough so that the correspondences are obvious. In one case, this not true. In the flowcharts for finding the first and second object in a clause, a great deal of the work is checking features of the verb and, should the parse of a suitable object succeed, marking the clause suitably and setting an
appropriate register. This work is "hidden" in the subroutine CANPARSE, whose arguments are: number of object (1 or 2); unit to parse if the verb is appropriately marked; feature with which to mark clause if parse succeeds.
Find Clause Type (This is the beginning—)

Good luck!

If Gandalf had arrived, Fruto would have been site.

Set the Koaia bear-free!

The doctor was visited by many patients.
**Parse Main Constituents**

- *Therinit*
  - *Ther*
  - *Ther2*
  - Parse Modifiers (Pre-Subject)
  - *Clause Type*

- *Mark Declar*

- *Mark Imper*
  - Imper Declar

- *VG Imper*
  - Open the champagne.

- *VG Declar*
  - Find Subject
  - *Verb*
  - Fail
  - Find verb group register
  - VG
  - Check for possible verb
  - Fork

- *Verb*
  - Set verb group register
  - VG Imp
  - Check for verb-particle

- *Find Obj1*
  - Find first object

- *Find Obj2*
  - Find second object

---

There is a glint in your eye.

There I put the duck egg.

There's an adverb.

Ellis gave me the vodka, and Sis, the Kahlua.

The hobbit quickly hoisted away Gandalf had almost been in trouble.
Find Secondary Type

Dispatch on Clause Features

- **BOUND**: He knew that his power was vain.
- **REPORT**: "That"
- **RSQ**: the asteroid from which he came.
- **TO**: "For"
- **ING**: I enjoy his acting crazy.

*MARK DECLAR*

- ***FDEC***: a flower covered by a globe.
- ***THERE INIT***: a miser counting money.
- ***CL/2***: a volcano which erupts daily.

*PRONOUN*

- **ASSUME RELHEA**: is subject of this VG
- **VG ING**: a volcano he cleans daily.

*SUBJ***: A volcano he cleans daily.

*REL***
Find Subject

To blow bubbles takes talent.

Blowing bubbles makes me laugh.

Bubbles float quickly upward.

The rabbit who wagged its nose

Wednesday was a fine day.

She looked at her nose and wagged her ears.

*SUBJ*

*SUBJ*

CLAIM IN SUBJ

CLAIM AS IN SUBJ

NO SUBJ

*SUBJ*

SET SUBJECT REGISTER

*SUBREG*

*VBJ*

SET SUBJECT REGISTER TO IT

MARK SUBPOGUE

*HEAD*

BACKUP
**FIND FIRST OBJECT**

*FINDOBJ1*

- Could verb be int?
  - Yes: Find comp
  - No: Prep comp

- Could verb be modal?
  - Yes: Bulgarian dancing
  - No: I said that the eggs had been laid

- Could verb be trans?
  - Yes: I want to pour all milk
  - No: PREP LOC

- Could verb be intrans?
  - Yes: PREP LOC
  - No: Any place

- Is the egg sitting on the table?
  - Yes: MARK clause
  - No: No, it is sitting here.

- Could verb be tense?
  - Yes: MARK OBJ
  - No: *FINDFAKE2*

- Could verb be en?
  - Yes: MAKE OBJ
  - No: *FINDOBJ2*

- Could verb be INT?
  - Yes: *FINDOBJ1*
  - No: UNFLUSHED

- Make it obl1

- Could verb be intrans?
  - Yes: Is there a giant place?
  - No: MARK ITSELF MAKE IT LAST

- Could verb be int?
  - Yes: FAIL
  - No: MARK INT

- Subject "it"?
  - Yes: WOMAN
  - No: CLUSE

- Clause ending to or RISING or RISING REPORT

- Subject the prepositional clause

- Mark object register

- Find obj register

- Find fake2

- Find fake1

- Redirect
In the spring, a person's fancy turns to thoughts of eating.

Now I cook Chinese food every spring.

Carefully he added the bean sprouts to the wok.

Yesterday I made Moo Shi Pork.

*CLAUSETYPE*
PARSE PRE-VERBAL MODIFIERS

*IMPER*

**TIME**
Tomorrow give the rabbit a carrot.

**ANY**
Carefully scratch its nose.

**TIME**
Buy some honey and then feed the bear.

*IMPE*

PARSE MODIFIERS (POST-CLAUSE)

*TONT*

**TIME**
The bears congregated in the park.

**ANY**
They held meetings occasionally.

**TIME**
The rabbits stopped cautiously around the lake.

**PLACE**
The bears and rabbits met last night.

**PLACE**
They often waited there.

**TIME**
They smiled because the moon was bright.

**PLACE**
They went into the forest to dance.

*RETSN*

ANY?

NO

*RETSN*

ANY?
There often is snow on January 1.

There has been a smile in your eyes for days.

Is there a pickle on your sandwich?

There is seldom snow on July 1.

There is a rabbit in your garden.

Is there often been such snow?

How many blocks are there?

There I saw a rabbit.
Noun Group: Up To The Noun
QUALIFIERS AFTER NOUN

*SMNG*

DISPATCH ON NEXT WORD OR FEATURES

"THAN"
a happier man than he

"AS"
a laboratory as crazy as ours

COMPARING ADJ.
a laboratory crazier than ours

"TO"

PREP

*RSQ*

*RSQ-TO*

PREP

*RSQ*

THE CARROTS Eaten BY THE RABBITS

THE MAN TO DO THE JOB

THE MAN IN THE MOON

*RETSN*

NG/1

*DISG-RSQ*

NO

YES

THE RABBITS BROKE THE EGG
**PRONOUN OR PROPER NOUN**

- **PRON**
  - *PRON*
  - PRON
  - Your flower is shorter than mine.
  - PRON
    - HOW IS NG MARKER?
    - FAIL
      - I could fly like a bird.
    - PRON
      - SUBJ
      - PRON
        - OBJ
        - PRON
          - DEF
          - ING
          - NG/1
  - PRON
    - SUBJ
    - PRON
      - NG/1

- **PROP**
  - *PROP*
  - PRON
    - HOW IS NG MARKER?
    - FAIL
      - The rabbit showed him the way.
    - PRON
      - SUBJ
      - PRON
        - OBJ
        - *POSS
        - CHECK SEMANTICS
        - *POSS
        - IN SUBJECT OF NG CLAUSE?
        - YES
        - *CORR*
          - *INCOM*
          - NG/2
          - My rabbit's cuter than yours.
**Find Numerical Determiner**

**Dispatch on First Word**
- "AS" -> *AS*
- "AT" -> *AT*
- NUMD -> *NUMD*

*AS*
- "AS" -> NUMB NUMB
  - "AS" -> NUMB NUMB
  - FAIL
- A bouquet needs as many as ten purple flowers.

*AT*
- "AT" -> NUMB NUMB
  - FAIL

*NUMD*
- NUMD NUMB
  - NUMD NUMB
  - "THAN"
  - FAIL
- More than three purple flowers is overpowering.

*NUMD2*
- NUM NUMB
  - FAIL

*DET2*
- NO
- NEXT WORD NEXT?
- YES
- OF NG/2

NG/2
- NO
- NG/2

NG/2
**Verb Modifiers**

```
"NOT"
/
MARK NEG
/
ADV TIME
/
ADV VBAD

I can not fly to Rio today.

I have often walked down this street before.

I would honestly like to fly to Rio tomorrow.

Found any adverbs? yes → Return
```

**Tense/Features**

```
TRANSFER PERSON and NUMBER FEATURES FROM THE PARSED VERB TO THE VG

am = VFS
are = VPL

VG's TENSE = PAST, PRESENT OR PAST-PRESENT
present according to just-parsed verb

simile = PAST
love = PRESENT
hit = PAST-PRESENT
```
PARSE PREPOSITION GROUP

* ENTERING-PREP *

PREP

directly above the bed.

about the accident

FAIL

IS PREP "BY"?

no

IS PREP AGENT?

no

I was stunned by the news

is PREP "AT"?

yes

IS PREP "WHERE"?

no

FAIL

FAIL

on top of the

Hamlet

parachute

FAIL

IS PREP "TO"?

yes

IS PREP LOC?

no

FAIL

legal combination?

yes

FAIL

2 PREP2

FAIL

PREP2

next to the Moon

FAIL

PREP2

no

and works with?

yes

FAIL

To whom people so you owe allegiance?

FAIL

** SHORT **

Check for unattached relative or question word. If it exists, make it the object of the preposition.

The bear I spoke to...

FAIL

** REST **

If PREP contains question word, mark it QUEST.

To whom did you dedicate it?

FAIL

To whom?

FAIL

SET OB1 REGISTER

CHECK FOR SITUATION WHERE PREP is actually part of RGQ clause. Parse accordingly.

FAIL

REST

After waiting all night...

CHECK

the rubber house

when I went over to the dead house

pretend

(-1)

...